
Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10011 - Lavender Fields
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10011

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10011 - Lavender Fields
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 1 of 265



Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1002 - Roxy
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1002

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1002 - Roxy
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1003 - Deep Sea
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1003

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1003 - Deep Sea
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1004 - Mango Margarita
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1004

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1004 - Mango Margarita
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 4 of 265



Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1005 - Cherries
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1005

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1005 - Cherries
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 5 of 265



Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10051 - Wine Castle
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10051

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10051 - Wine Castle
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 6 of 265



Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10061 - Jillian's Sugar Plum
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10061

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10061 - Jillian's Sugar Plum
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 7 of 265



Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1007 - Soft Lights
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1007

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1007 - Soft Lights
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 8 of 265



Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1008 - Vanilla Ice
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1008

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1008 - Vanilla Ice
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 9 of 265



Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1009 - Surfs Up
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1009

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1009 - Surfs Up
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 10 of 265



Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10091 - Caribbean Shores
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10091

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10091 - Caribbean Shores
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 11 of 265



Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1010 - Aloha
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1010

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1010 - Aloha
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 12 of 265



Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1011 - Indian Tapestry
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1011

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1011 - Indian Tapestry
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 13 of 265



Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1013 - Blue Lagoon
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1013

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1013 - Blue Lagoon
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 14 of 265



Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10131 - Captain Jack
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10131

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10131 - Captain Jack
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 15 of 265



Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1015 - Ice Blue
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1015

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1015 - Ice Blue
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1016 - Crystal Blue
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1016

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1016 - Crystal Blue
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1017 - Overcast
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1017

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1017 - Overcast
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1018 - Baby Blue Eyes
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1018

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1018 - Baby Blue Eyes
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1019 - Moon Dust
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1019

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1019 - Moon Dust
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1020 - Cloudy Skies
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1020

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1020 - Cloudy Skies
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1021 - Tide Pools
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1021

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1021 - Tide Pools
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1022 - Rain Storm #1
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1022

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1022 - Rain Storm #1
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1023 - Moon Shadows
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1023

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1023 - Moon Shadows
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1024 - Deep Blue Sea
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1024

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1024 - Deep Blue Sea
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10241 - Grapes
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10241

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10241 - Grapes
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10242 - Ocean Eyes
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10242

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10242 - Ocean Eyes
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1025 - Blue Navy
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1025

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1025 - Blue Navy
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1026 - Aqua Blue
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1026

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1026 - Aqua Blue
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1027 - Terracotta
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1027

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1027 - Terracotta
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1028 - Wet Clay
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1028

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1028 - Wet Clay
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10281 - Pirate's Gold
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10281

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10281 - Pirate's Gold
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1029 - Sun Shadows
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1029

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1029 - Sun Shadows
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10291 - Porcelain
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10291

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10291 - Porcelain
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1030 - Butter Cream
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1030

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1030 - Butter Cream
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10301 - Samson
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10301

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10301 - Samson
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10302 - Reflections
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10302

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10302 - Reflections
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10311 - Honey Bee
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10311

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10311 - Honey Bee
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1032 - Brown Sugar & Spice
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1032

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1032 - Brown Sugar & Spice
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1033 - Ice Tea
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1033

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1033 - Ice Tea
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1034 - Chocolate Cream
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1034

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1034 - Chocolate Cream
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10340 - Bark
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10340

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10340 - Bark
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10341 - In the Jungle
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10341

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10341 - In the Jungle
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1035 - Cherry Vanilla
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1035

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1035 - Cherry Vanilla
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10351 - Rustic Brown Cherry
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10351

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10351 - Rustic Brown Cherry
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1036 - Shades of Chocolate
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1036

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1036 - Shades of Chocolate
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10361 - Indian Brown
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10361

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10361 - Indian Brown
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1037 - Tiger Butter
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1037

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1037 - Tiger Butter
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10371 - Rich Chocolate
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10371

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10371 - Rich Chocolate
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10372 - Kaleb's Cherry Patch
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10372

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10372 - Kaleb's Cherry Patch
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1038 - Cherry Cola
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1038

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1038 - Cherry Cola
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10381 - Banana Berry
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10381

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10381 - Banana Berry
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10382 - Fine Wine
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10382

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10382 - Fine Wine
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1039 - Autumn Leaves
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1039

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1039 - Autumn Leaves
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1040 - Shanghai Nights
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1040

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1040 - Shanghai Nights
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1041 - Dust to Dust
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1041

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1041 - Dust to Dust
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10421 - Stepping Stone
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10421

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10421 - Stepping Stone
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1043 - Fantasy Island
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1043

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1043 - Fantasy Island
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1044 - Chili Peppers
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1044

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1044 - Chili Peppers
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1045 - Green Apples
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1045

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1045 - Green Apples
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1046 - Lemon Grass
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1046

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1046 - Lemon Grass
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10461 - Lime Twist
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10461

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10461 - Lime Twist
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1047 - Tropical Green
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1047

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1047 - Tropical Green
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10471 - Grass is Green
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10471

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10471 - Grass is Green
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1048 - Woodland Green
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1048

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1048 - Woodland Green
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1049 - Parrot Bay
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1049

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1049 - Parrot Bay
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1050 - Dezeray's Dreams
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1050

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1050 - Dezeray's Dreams
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1051 - Rain Storm #2
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1051

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1051 - Rain Storm #2
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1052 - Gone Blue
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1052

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1052 - Gone Blue
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10522 - Banana Susanna
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10522

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10522 - Banana Susanna
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1053 - Dreamscape
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1053

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1053 - Dreamscape
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1054 - Pacific Islands
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1054

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1054 - Pacific Islands
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1055 - Summer Skies
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1055

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1055 - Summer Skies
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1056 - Turquoise Blue
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1056

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1056 - Turquoise Blue
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1057 - Monterey Bay
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1057

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1057 - Monterey Bay
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1058 - Turquoise
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1058

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1058 - Turquoise
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10581 - Teal we meet again
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10581

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10581 - Teal we meet again
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10592 - Wildflowers
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10592

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10592 - Wildflowers
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1060 - Green Tea Latte
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1060

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1060 - Green Tea Latte
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10611 - Mythical
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10611

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10611 - Mythical
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1062 - Pastel Sunset
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1062

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1062 - Pastel Sunset
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1063 - Irish Cream
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1063

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1063 - Irish Cream
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1064 - Pete Moss
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1064

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1064 - Pete Moss
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1065 - Mossy Meadows
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1065

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1065 - Mossy Meadows
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1067 - Army Fatigue
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1067

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1067 - Army Fatigue
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1068 - Hawaiian Flowers
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1068

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1068 - Hawaiian Flowers
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1069 - Spanish Olives
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1069

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1069 - Spanish Olives
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1071 - Rustic
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1071

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1071 - Rustic
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10721 - Orange Swirl
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10721

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10721 - Orange Swirl
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1073 - Trick or Treat
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1073

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1073 - Trick or Treat
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1074 - Peach Ice
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1074

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1074 - Peach Ice
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1075 - Harmony
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1075

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1075 - Harmony
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1076 - Honky Tonk
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1076

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1076 - Honky Tonk
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10761 - Butterscotch &
Cherries
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10761

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10761 - Butterscotch &
Cherries
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1077 - Pottery
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1077

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1077 - Pottery
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1079 - Purple Coral
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1079

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1079 - Purple Coral
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1080 - Morning Glories
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1080

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1080 - Morning Glories
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1081 - Shortcake
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1081

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1081 - Shortcake
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10811 - Lady Slipper
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10811

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10811 - Lady Slipper
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1082 - Cabbage
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1082

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1082 - Cabbage
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10821 - Daffodil
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10821

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10821 - Daffodil
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1083 - Romantic Wedding
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1083

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1083 - Romantic Wedding
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1084 - Black Forest
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1084

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1084 - Black Forest
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1085 - Christmas Time
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1085

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1085 - Christmas Time
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1086 - Christmas Candy
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1086

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1086 - Christmas Candy
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1087 - Peppermint
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1087

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1087 - Peppermint
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1089 - Bleeding Hearts
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1089

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1089 - Bleeding Hearts
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1090 - Red Lipstick
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1090

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1090 - Red Lipstick
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10911 - Romanian Flag
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10911

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10911 - Romanian Flag
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1092 - Squash
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1092

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1092 - Squash
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10921 - Bell Peppers
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10921

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10921 - Bell Peppers
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1093 - Ocean Coral
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1093

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1093 - Ocean Coral
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1094 - Party Time
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1094

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1094 - Party Time
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1095 - Cactus Flowers
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1095

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1095 - Cactus Flowers
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1096 - Renaissance
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1096

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1096 - Renaissance
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1097 - Devilish
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1097

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1097 - Devilish
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1098 - Cherry Garcia
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1098

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1098 - Cherry Garcia
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10981 - Rose Petals
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10981

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10981 - Rose Petals
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1099 - Sweet Innocence
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1099

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1099 - Sweet Innocence
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1100 - Hot Pink
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1100

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1100 - Hot Pink
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11011 - Hydrangea
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11011

ThreadworX Moulinè - 11011 - Hydrangea
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1102 - Peony
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1102

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1102 - Peony
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1103 - Pretty n' Pink
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1103

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1103 - Pretty n' Pink
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1104 - Afternoon Party
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1104

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1104 - Afternoon Party
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1105 - Sunset
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1105

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1105 - Sunset
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11051 - Golden Leaves
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11051

ThreadworX Moulinè - 11051 - Golden Leaves
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1106 - Lucky Day
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1106

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1106 - Lucky Day
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1107 - Wild Fires
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1107

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1107 - Wild Fires
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1108 - Lemon Meringue
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1108

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1108 - Lemon Meringue
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1109 - Lemon Ice
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1109

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1109 - Lemon Ice
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11091 - Mello Yellow
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11091

ThreadworX Moulinè - 11091 - Mello Yellow
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1110 - Peach Sherbet
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1110

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1110 - Peach Sherbet
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1111 - San Antonio
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1111

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1111 - San Antonio
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1112 - Teeka
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1112

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1112 - Teeka
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1113 - Indian Summer
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1113

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1113 - Indian Summer
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1114 - Caramel Candy
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1114

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1114 - Caramel Candy
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11141 - Shades of Tan
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11141

ThreadworX Moulinè - 11141 - Shades of Tan
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1115 - Coffee n' Cream
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1115

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1115 - Coffee n' Cream
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1116 - Nantucket
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1116

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1116 - Nantucket
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1117 - Maui Nights
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1117

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1117 - Maui Nights
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1118 - Garden Rocks
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1118

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1118 - Garden Rocks
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1119 - Hidden Gems
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1119

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1119 - Hidden Gems
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1120 - Foxy
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1120

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1120 - Foxy
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11211 - Leather and Lace
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11211

ThreadworX Moulinè - 11211 - Leather and Lace
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11212 - Lava Rocks
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11212

ThreadworX Moulinè - 11212 - Lava Rocks
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11213 - Wrought Iron
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11213

ThreadworX Moulinè - 11213 - Wrought Iron
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1122 - Smokin' Guns
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1122

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1122 - Smokin' Guns
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1123 - Stone Cold
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1123

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1123 - Stone Cold
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1124 - Ice Age
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1124

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1124 - Ice Age
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1125 - Arboretum
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1125

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1125 - Arboretum
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1126 - Raspberry Cream
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1126

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1126 - Raspberry Cream
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1128 - Legacy
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1128

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1128 - Legacy
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1129 - Merlot
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1129

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1129 - Merlot
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11291 - Grape Ice
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11291

ThreadworX Moulinè - 11291 - Grape Ice
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1130 - Clay Gardens
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1130

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1130 - Clay Gardens
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11311 - Summer Flowers
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11311

ThreadworX Moulinè - 11311 - Summer Flowers
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1132 - Rain Forest
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1132

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1132 - Rain Forest
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1133 - Summer Shadows
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1133

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1133 - Summer Shadows
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1134 - Costa Rica
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1134

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1134 - Costa Rica
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1135 - Spring Time
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1135

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1135 - Spring Time
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11351 - Cotton Candy
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11351

ThreadworX Moulinè - 11351 - Cotton Candy
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1136 - Sunset Skies
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1136

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1136 - Sunset Skies
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1137 - Limestone
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1137

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1137 - Limestone
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11381 - Seafoam
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11381

ThreadworX Moulinè - 11381 - Seafoam
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11382 - Blue Swirl
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11382

ThreadworX Moulinè - 11382 - Blue Swirl
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11383 - Mediterranean Blue
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11383

ThreadworX Moulinè - 11383 - Mediterranean Blue
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1139 - Tapestry
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1139

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1139 - Tapestry
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11411 - Soft Peach
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11411

ThreadworX Moulinè - 11411 - Soft Peach
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1142 - Desert Flowers
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1142

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1142 - Desert Flowers
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1143 - Sea Flowers
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1143

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1143 - Sea Flowers
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1144 - Sea Treasures
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1144

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1144 - Sea Treasures
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1145 - Gray Flamingo
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1145

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1145 - Gray Flamingo
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1146 - Indian Skies
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1146

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1146 - Indian Skies
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1147 - Japanese Water Garden
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1147

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1147 - Japanese Water Garden
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1148 - Romanian Forest
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1148

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1148 - Romanian Forest
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1149 - Rainbow Fairy
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1149

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1149 - Rainbow Fairy
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1150 - Funky Lilac
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1150

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1150 - Funky Lilac
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11511 - Jam Rock
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11511

ThreadworX Moulinè - 11511 - Jam Rock
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1152 - Very Berry
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1152

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1152 - Very Berry
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1154 - Bradley's Balloons
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1154

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1154 - Bradley's Balloons
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1155 - Purple Moss
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1155

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1155 - Purple Moss
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1156 - Botanic Garden
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1156

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1156 - Botanic Garden
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1157 - Morning Meadows
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1157

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1157 - Morning Meadows
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1158 - Grape Shades
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1158

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1158 - Grape Shades
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11581 - Eggplant
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11581

ThreadworX Moulinè - 11581 - Eggplant
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11582 - Purple Passion
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11582

ThreadworX Moulinè - 11582 - Purple Passion
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11583 - Kaylee's Cranberries
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11583

ThreadworX Moulinè - 11583 - Kaylee's Cranberries
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1159 - Calypso Bulbosa
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1159

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1159 - Calypso Bulbosa
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1160 - Irish Eyes
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1160

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1160 - Irish Eyes
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11611 - Tropical
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11611

ThreadworX Moulinè - 11611 - Tropical
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11621 - Cat Eyes
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11621

ThreadworX Moulinè - 11621 - Cat Eyes
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11622 - Butter Rum
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11622

ThreadworX Moulinè - 11622 - Butter Rum
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 03 April, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 1163 - Fall
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C1163

ThreadworX Moulinè - 1163 - Fall
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 18 March, 2011

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10031 - China Blue
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10031

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10031 - China Blue
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 18 March, 2011

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10271 - Harvest Gold
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10271

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10271 - Harvest Gold
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 18 March, 2011

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10343 - Cayenne Pepper
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10343

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10343 - Cayenne Pepper
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 18 March, 2011

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10551 - Indian Turquoise
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10551

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10551 - Indian Turquoise
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 18 March, 2011

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10571 - Crème de Menthe
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10571

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10571 - Crème de Menthe
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 18 March, 2011

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11151 - Camel Hair
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11151

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11151 - Camel Hair
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 18 March, 2011

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11231 - Santa's Beard
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11231

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11231 - Santa's Beard
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 09 April, 2012

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10041 - Deep Coral
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10041

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10041 - Deep Coral
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 09 April, 2012

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10472 - Shamrock
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10472

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10472 - Shamrock
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 12 April, 2012

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11352 - Pink Carnation
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11352

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11352 - Pink Carnation
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 12 April, 2012

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11380 - Bahama Blue
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11380

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11380 - Bahama Blue
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 12 April, 2012

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11384 - Bikini Blue
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11384

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11380 - Bahama Blue
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 10 August, 2013

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11620 - Tumbleweed
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11620

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11620 - Tumbleweed
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 10 August, 2013

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11631 - Brass Hardware
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11631

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11631 - Brass Hardware
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 11 November, 2013

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10812 - Romantic Lace
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10812

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10812 - Romantic Lace
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 15 November, 2013

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10840 - English Hunter
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10840

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10840 - English Hunter
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 15 November, 2013

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11021 - Shabby Pink
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11021

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11021 - Shabby Pink
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 15 November, 2013

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10810 - Williamsburg Road
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10810

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10810 - Williamsburg Road
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 10 April, 2014

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10130 - Marbled Frosting
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10130

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10130 - Marbled Frosting
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 10 April, 2014

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10150 - Sophia's Cupcake
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10150

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10150 - Sophia's Cupcake
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 18 April, 2014

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10160 - Blueberry ice
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10160

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10160 - Blueberry ice
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 10 April, 2014

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10650 - Mint Chocolate Syrup
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10650

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10650 - Mint Chocolate
Syrup
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 10 April, 2014

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10930 - Peaches N Cream
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10930

ThreadworX Moulinè - 10930 - Peaches N Cream
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 10 April, 2014

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11180 - Root Beer Float
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11180

ThreadworX Moulinè - 11180 - Root Beer Float
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 07 May, 2015

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11421 - Frosted Pumpkin
Coach
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11421

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 14 May, 2015

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10601 - Beanstalk
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10601

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 10 May, 2015

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10651 - Seven Dwarfs Mine
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10651

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 10 May, 2015

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11140 - Castle Rock
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11140

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 10 May, 2015

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11170 - Pirate Ship Plank
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11170

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 10 May, 2015

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11171 - Into the Woods
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11171

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 10 May, 2015

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11550 - Merlin's Cloak
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11550

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 10 February, 2016

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10140 - Polar ice Blue
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10140

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 10 February, 2016

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10151 - Royal Blue
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10151

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 10 February, 2016

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10960 - Coral Renaissance
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10960

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 10 February, 2016

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11000 - Hawaian Hot Pink
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11000

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 10 February, 2016

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11214 - Green Iron
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11214

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 10 February, 2016

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10090 - Caribbean Surf
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10090

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 05 March, 2017

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10020 - Thistle Mauve
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10020

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10020 - Thistle Mauve
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 05 March, 2017

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10422 - Rustic Red
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10422

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10422 - Rustic Red
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 05 March, 2017

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10490 - English Ivy
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10490

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10490 - English Ivy
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 05 March, 2017

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10602 - Wintergreen
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10602

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10602 - Wintergreen
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 05 March, 2017

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10770 - Nutmeg
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10770

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10770 - Nutmeg
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 05 March, 2017

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10961 - Rosy Pink
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10961

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10961 - Rosy Pink
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 07 April, 2018

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10330 - Spiced Peach
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10330

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 07 April, 2018

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10383 - Japanese Iris
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10383

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 07 April, 2018

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10582 - Emerald
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10582

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 07 April, 2018

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10771 - Autumn
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10771

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 07 April, 2018

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11215 - Marooned
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11215

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 07 April, 2018

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11580 - Passion Flower
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11580

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 17 June, 2019

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10244 - Peacock Feathers
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10244

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 17 June, 2019

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10247 - Cobalt Blue
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10247

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 17 June, 2019

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10360 - Cocoa Brown
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10360

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 17 June, 2019

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10475 - Irish Clover
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10475

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 17 June, 2019

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10485 - Deep Green
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10485

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 17 June, 2019

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10902 - Bright Red
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10902

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 07 July, 2020

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11205 - Steel Gray
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11205

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 07 July, 2020

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11216 - Purple Ash
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11216

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 07 July, 2020

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10420 - Red Velvet
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10420

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 07 July, 2020

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10370 - Double Fudge
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10370

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 07 July, 2020

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10580 - Dark Jade
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10580

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 07 August, 2021

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10348 - Pumpkin Spice
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10348

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 07 August, 2021

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11005 - Fuchsia
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11005

This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 27 January, 2022

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10380 - Berry Latte
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10380

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10380 - Berry Latte
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 27 January, 2022

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10465 - Neon Green
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10465

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10465 - Neon Green
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 27 January, 2022

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11155 - Peach Moonstone
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11155

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11155 - Peach Moonstone
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 27 January, 2022

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11586 - Red Violet
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11586

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11586 - Red Violet
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery floss
made from the finest long-staple, 100% Egyptian Giza
cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on all types of
fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant floss. 20
yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 06 July, 2022

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10249 - Navy Blue Jeans
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10249

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10249 - Navy Blue Jeans
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 06 July, 2022

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10585 - Green River
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10585

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10249 - Green River
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 06 July, 2022

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10655 - Big Sur
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10655

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10655 - Big Sur
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 06 July, 2022

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10865 - US Flag
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10865

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10865 - US Flag
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 06 July, 2022

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10955 - Pink Sherbet
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C10955

ThreadworX Mouliné - 10955 - Pink Sherbet
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 06 July, 2022

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Floss

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11585 - Dark Magenta
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-C11585

ThreadworX Mouliné - 11585 - Dark Magenta
This is a premium quality, six-strand embroidery
floss made from the finest long-staple, 100%
Egyptian Giza cotton. Perfect for hand stitching on
all types of fabrics. Over-dyed beautiful and vibrant
floss. 20 yards skein (about 18.29mt.).
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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